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Executive Summary
The decrease in population growth is impacting states and localities across the
United States and is anticipated to continue in the future. To address this issue, some
areas have created remote worker incentive programs to attract new residents as part
of their economic development plans. Although few programs existed before 2020, the
Covid-19 pandemic created an opportunity for employees to work remotely more than
any other time in history. This resulted in a significant increase in remote worker
incentive programs being created. These programs are designed to attract new
residents to their area which in turn will have economic impacts through increases in
taxes and purchasing of local goods and services.
This study provides information on nineteen remote worker incentive programs
that were analyzed using a mixed research method. The focus of the research was to
identify best practices for creating remote worker incentive programs. Through this
research it was determined the success of new programs relies heavily on six best
practices. These best practices include:
1. Establishing a sustainable funding source
2. Creating proper eligibility criteria, verification, and selection process
3. Ensuring sufficient housing options and high-speed internet are available
4. Developing success measures to effectively evaluate the program impacts
5. Implementing creative marketing plans to remain competitive
6. Establishing robust community engagement among participants
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As states and localities continue to face decreasing population trends, it will be
imperative for them to continue efforts to attract new residents through creative
avenues.
Introduction
Remote worker incentive programs offer various incentives to entice remote
workers to relocate such as reimbursement of moving expenses, community
memberships, and discounts. Remote worker incentive programs have been created to
attract new residents who will generate tax revenue, contribute to the local economy,
and increase population. Depending on the structure of state and local tax policy, these
new residents could generate revenue through income tax, sales tax, and property tax.
Remote workers moving to the area require housing via rental or purchase of homes.
They buy goods and use services such as groceries, gas, doctors, or personal services
which helps support local businesses.
In many cases, the remote workers selected for these programs bring significant
others, children, or additional family members which creates multiplier effects (Stewart
& Reid, 2022). These additional individuals bring further benefits to the local economy
by being new talent for employers, children who are enrolled in the school system, or
customers of local businesses. When more residents are brought into a community
there becomes higher demand for local goods and services. This could result in the
development or expansion of businesses creating more job opportunities and
generating income (Stewart & Reid, 2022).
Remote worker incentive programs are becoming a popular choice to address
the decreasing population issue. However, when creating a remote worker incentive
2

program there are many factors to consider. To establish an effective program best
practices based on successful programs should be taken into consideration during the
planning process. Since remote worker incentive programs are fairly new, there is still a
lot to be learned about creating a program and what the long-term community impacts
might be. This study will analyze information gathered from nineteen established remote
worker incentive programs as well as research that has already been conducted to
identify best practices that should be considered when creating a remote worker
incentive program.
Literature Review
The literature review will investigate how these remote worker incentive
programs are being used at state, local, and national levels.
Population and Economic Growth Trends
Throughout the last twenty-five years, there has been a shift in the United States
population trends and economic growth in rural areas. After the 2007-08 recession,
major U.S. coastal cities experienced the rewards of economic growth due to the rise of
technology and attracting highly educated workforces. However, rural areas had a
decline in economic growth (Greenblatt, 2020). In addition to economic growth changes,
rural areas also began to see a decrease in population.
Beginning in 2010 the United States population growth rate overall has been on a
downward trend (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). More than half the U.S. counties are
experiencing a decrease in population due to several factors such as low birth rates,
baby boomers aging out of the workforce, and skilled workers moving to more
competitive job markets (Caminiti, 2020). Research conducted by the U.S. Census
3

found that the United States is experiencing the lowest population growth rate since the
founding of the nation. In 2021 the growth rate in the United States only increased by
0.1% when compared to 2020 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2022). During this time the Covid19 pandemic began, accelerating the decreasing population growth trend in the United
States.
Advancement of Remote Work
The Covid-19 pandemic not only severely impacted population growth, but it also
changed how many viewed remote work. The Covid-19 pandemic forced employers to
quickly develop business continuity plans to ensure they were able to continue meeting
the needs of their customers despite the disruptions caused by the pandemic. In many
cases, this resulted in allowing employees to work remotely. This unprecedented shift to
remote work is the most rapid shift to a global workforce since World War II (Ozimek,
2020).
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, less than 10% of the United States workforce
were employed in a full-time remote position (Ozimek, 2021). This quickly changed in
March 2020 when Facebook, Apple, and Amazon were among the first large companies
to transition their workforce to remote employees due to the concerns of the Covid-19
pandemic (Greenblatt, 2020). Although technology allowed for this quick transition for
employees to work remotely, it may not have been viewed as a long-term practice.
As the pandemic continued, surveys of employers and employees have indicated
a fundamental shift surrounding remote work. As much as a quarter of the United States
workforce is expected to remain working remotely permanently (Ozimek, 2021). A
Gallop Poll conducted indicated that 59% of workers would prefer to be remote as much
4

as possible even after the conclusion of the Covid-19 pandemic (Greenblatt, 2020).
These are key indicators that remote work is here to stay. This fundamental shift has
created an opportunity for these rural areas to replenish shrinking populations and boost
their local economy by creating remote worker incentive programs leveraging
individual’s ability to work remotely.
Remote Worker Incentive Programs
Historically, economic development incentives have focused on attracting new
employers to a specific area by offering financial incentives. These financial incentives
could include a combination of abatement of taxes, low-interest financing, job training
assistance, waiver of all types of fees, development of infrastructure both on and offsite, or special utility rates. These financial incentive strategies are used regularly by
economic developers to be competitive in attracting new employers (Royse, 1994). The
goal of these programs is to create more, better paying jobs that can attract new
workers or provide new opportunities to current residents which creates an economic
boost and results in tax revenue increases (Black & Amitabh, 1996). Economic
development plans have become more creative throughout the years and have
expanded to incentive programs aimed at attracting new residents. In 2018 Vermont
and Tulsa, Oklahoma were the first to implement a new emerging economic
development incentive strategy created to specifically target remote workers.
Remote worker incentive programs were a result of states and localities
realization of the impacts decreasing populations and demographic challenges were
having on their areas. To receive the incentive, the applicant must apply, meet the
eligibility criteria, be selected by the program, and then fulfill all requirements which
5

includes relocating to the specified area. The concept behind these programs is that the
expense of the incentive is a fraction of the economic boost the remote worker will have
to the local economy, even if they only stay for a limited time (OECD, 2021). Although
there are challenges with determining the exact economic impact the remote worker
incentive programs generate, it is likely the programs pay for themselves in less than
three years and result in substantial positive economic activity (Pieciak, 2021).
Since Vermont and Tulsa, Oklahoma are among the first programs established,
they have collected sufficient information to have their programs evaluated by external
consulting groups. Vermont’s program, Think Vermont, was created and funded by the
Vermont State Government. Between January and September 2019, Think Vermont
reported their program had 84 new participants that brought 134 additional household
members which included 44 school aged children (Remote Worker Grant Program
Annual Report, 2019). It is estimated that these participants created the need for 63
new jobs, $3.1 million in wages, $9.1 million in annual economic impact, and $527,089
in annual state tax revenue. It was also estimated that the program paid for itself within
two years (Pieciak, 2021). The program located in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Tulsa Remote, is a
non-profit organization that receives funding from the George Kaiser Family Foundation.
It is estimated that the 394 participants of the 2021 program contributed $51.3 million in
direct labor income and $10.7 million in economic activity (Newman et al., 2021). Both
reports showcase the impact remote worker incentive programs can have on the local
economy.
Remote work is a growing topic among policymakers’ agendas worldwide.
Economic development plans pertaining to remote work have more capabilities than
6

ever before to assist in the redistribution of populations. Since the Covid-19 pandemic,
new initiatives such as digital nomad visas have been increasing. A digital nomad visa
would legally allow a location-independent worker or entrepreneur to enter and relocate
to the specified area (OECD, 2021). Ireland and Japan are leading the way in taking a
comprehensive approach by establishing economic development incentives for
employers to encourage remote work capabilities. Remote work public policies could
allow for high-skilled workers to relocate away from the central business districts and
revitalize low-density or less-populated areas while maintaining well-paying jobs. Initial
evaluations indicate low-density areas could be positively impacted by remote work
incentives by creating new work opportunities, inflow of human capital, repopulation,
larger tax base to finance public services, incentive to speed up investment in IT
networks, and increased cohesion with urban areas. For example, Japan is hoping this
concept will allow remote workers to relocate outside of the population dense capital of
Tokyo and relocate to less populated areas of Japan while staying employed with
employers based out of Tokyo (OECD, 2021).

Data Collection

Methods

Although many programs appear to be remote worker incentive programs, many
are designed to provide incentives to attract new residents, but not specifically remote
workers. In total, nineteen programs were selected to be included in this research
paper. The programs that have been included in this research met the following criteria:
1. The program was specifically designed to attract remote workers.
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2. The program has its own dedicated website that is separate from the thirdparty Make my Move 1 website.
A mixed methods research approach was used which included both qualitative
and quantitative information. Qualitative information is gaining a perspective of an issue
by focusing on experiences and opinions to better understand the meaning, purpose, or
reality with an inductive approach. Although qualitative information can be difficult to
measure, it provides important viewpoints and insight into the research. Quantitative
information is typically collected and analyzed using mathematically based methods
focused on gathering numerical data. The mixed methods research approach allows for
a greater degree of understanding than if only a single method was used (Almalki,
2016).
Qualitative information was collected through two different sources: public
websites and a questionnaire 2. The programs’ public websites were used to collect
information about the incentives offered and eligibility requirements of the program. The
second source of information was a questionnaire used to collect information through
direct outreach to the programs. This questionnaire was sent to eighteen programs via
email using contact information from the program’s websites. A list of the program
websites can be found in Appendix D. In total the questionnaire consisted of twelve
questions in which eight were qualitative in nature. These eight questions focused on
gaining a deeper understanding of how these programs are being funded, what should
Make my Move (https://www.makemymove.com) launched in 2020 and is the leading platform to
connect interested individuals with registered relocation programs.
2 An Internal Review Board (IRB) submission was not required for the research in this study since it did
not include any direct contact with individuals that have been accepted to these programs or access to
identifiable personal information.
1
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be considered when creating a remote worker incentive program, and the successes as
well as challenges these programs have experienced. A full list of the questions
included in the questionnaire can be found in Appendix A.
There was a 52.6% response rate to the questionnaire. Of the nineteen programs
that were contacted, ten programs responded. Seven responded via email and three
responded by phone. Table 1 outlines the nineteen programs contacted and which
programs provided responses to the questionnaire.
Table 1: Program Outreach and Response
Program Outreach
Provided a Response
No Response Provided
1. Choose Ketchikan
1. Remote Shoals
2. Remote Tucson
2. Life Works Here
3. Move to Mattoon
3. Technology Workforce Incentive
4. Bloomington Remote
4. Work From Purdue
5. Move to Paducah
5. 218 Relocate
6. Welcome to Ruston
6. Shift South
7. Move to Michigan
7. Think Vermont
8. Greater ROC Remote
8. Live in Beckley
9. Tulsa Remote
9. Ascend West Virginia
10. Johnson City Remote
Quantitative information was also collected through public websites and four
questions included in the questionnaire. The four quantitative questions on the
questionnaire addressed program start dates, the number of applications received, the
number of participants that have relocated, and any economic impact or participant
data. To gain a better understanding of the areas that created these remote worker
incentive programs, demographic and financial information was collected. This
information was gathered through the U.S. Census, Best Places, and local government
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websites. The collected information was then analyzed to develop recommended best
practices for creating remote worker incentive programs.
Data Analysis
For the qualitative information, a thematic analysis was applied which examines
the presence of specific words, themes, or concepts which are then categorized
together by assigning specific codes. The established categories and themes can then
be used to report insights on the research. Thematic analysis can be utilized when
seeking to understand experiences, thoughts, or behaviors across a data set (Kiger &
Varpio, 2020). This type of analysis provides a consistent method of analyzing
qualitative information. Thematic analysis consists of a six-step process shown in Figure
1.
Figure 1: Six Steps for Thematic Analysis
Familiarize
yourself
with the
Data

Generate
Initial
Codes

Search
for
Themes

Review
Themes

Define &
Name
Themes

Produce
Report

(Kiger & Varpio, 2020)

The first step taken for the thematic analysis required putting the qualitative
information collected into a spreadsheet. This allowed an opportunity to become even
more familiar with the information. It also was a format that would be conducive to
coding and easily sorting the information based on the assigned codes. After the
information was entered, initial codes were developed to group the information into
large buckets. This resulted in eight different code categories. Once coded, the
information was sorted based on the assigned codes to group the information. Then the
large, coded groupings were reviewed further to find specific themes within the code
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groups. The themes were named to properly identify the subject matter that was
included under the theme. This process resulted in eight codes and thirty-six themes
identified in Table 2. The final themes were then used to report the qualitative
information.
Table 2: Thematic Analysis Codes and Themes
Codes and Themes

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 - Entity Type
Non-Profit
Partnership
Public
2 - Funding Source
Donations or Sponsorship
Municipality
Private Dollars

3 – Successes and Advice
Community and Engagement
Culture and Lifestyle
Marketing
Economic Impact
Selection
4 – Challenges
Community Engagement
Housing
Selection and Verification

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 – Sustainability
Funding
Competition
Staffing
6 – Success Measures
Economic Impact
Survey
Number of Participants
None
7 – Incentives*
Career
Cash
Community Perks
Social
Workspace
8 – Eligibility Requirements*
Age
Distance from Relocation Area
Housing Commitment
Minimum Annual Income
Relocation Timeframe
Remote Status and/or Company
Distance
Resident Status
Verification and Documentation
Volunteering Commitment
Other

*Information was collected from program websites.
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The quantitative data points were collected from the U.S. Census 3, Best Places4
website and the localities annual financial statements. These data points were used to
find the areas change in population, the average cost-of-living index, and the amount of
total revenue generated by tax income. The qualitative data allowed for further analysis
of the information collected to provide a demographic overview as well as identify trends
or similarities of the areas creating remote worker incentive programs.
Limitations
Throughout the collection of remote worker incentive program research, it was
apparent that there were limitations which included:
•

Inadequate Data – Since remote worker incentive programs recently rose in
popularity, there is a limited amount of accessible published research. Many of
the programs have not been operationalized for more than a year. This
significantly limits the amount of existing information on their programs.

•

Inconsistency in Success Measures – There is an inconsistency in the
establishment of formal success measures to properly evaluate their programs
impacts. This is highlighted in the final State of Vermont Department of Financial
Regulation Study on Effectiveness of Incentive Programs in Attracting New
Workers Report conducted by PFM Groups Consulting, LLC. The report states,
“given the relative “newness” of worker-focused programs, limited evidence
exists related to the tangible and intangible benefits other jurisdictions have
experienced with recently established worker incentive programs” (PFM Group
Consulting LLC, 2021).

3
4

www.census.gov/quickfacts
www.bestplaces.net
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•

Lack of Transparency – The programs that are not administered through the local
government, are not required to publish, or share information on the outcomes of
their program. Therefore, even when reached out to directly, many of the
programs did not have official statistical data to share.

The lack of available information, transparency, and formal success measures create
barriers to the overall analysis of remote worker incentive programs and is an area of
opportunity in the future.

Demographic Findings

Results and Findings

Regional Trends
Reviewing the demographic information of the areas that have created a remote
worker incentive program can provide insight into their similarities and differences.
Figure 2 highlights where the programs included in this study are located. It is apparent
there is a regional trend of where these programs are being created. Thirteen states fall
near the intersection of the Central and Eastern time zones. Others might consider the
region the meeting of the mid-west and southern United States. Coastal areas tend to
be highly desired, and the Western United States is very rural in nature. Therefore, it is
logical why this specific regional area would be the leaders in creating remote worker
incentive programs.
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Figure 2: Location of Remote Worker Incentive Programs

Responded
No Response

Declining Population Impact on Economy
Decreasing populations causing a negative impact on local economies is the
primary reason remote worker incentive programs have been created. Table 3
illustrates the population changes experienced by the program areas from 2010 and
2020 along with a comparison of population changes from 2020 and the 2021 U.S.
Census population estimates. Eight areas have had a decrease or flat 5 population
change from 2010 to 2020 where sixteen areas had a decrease or flat population
change from 2020 to 2021. Mattoon, Illinois has seen the most significant decrease in
population since 2010 at -9.08%. However, Natchez, Mississippi has seen a notable
decrease in population from 2020 to 2021 at -4.79%. The United States as a whole had
an increase of 7.35% from 2010 to 2020 and only a 0.13% increase between 2020 and
2021. The average population change in the remote worker incentive program areas
5

In this circumstance, flat includes any data point under 2.0%.
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between 2010 and 2020 was -4.09% and 0.4% from 2020 to 2021. These population
trends suggest that overall, these areas are experiencing population challenges,
especially in the last year. Additional information on the population data can be found in
Appendix C.
Table 3: Population Change in Remote Worker Incentive Program Areas
2021 population numbers are based on the U.S. Census population estimate.
Program Name

State

Remote Shoals

Alabama

Choose Ketchikan
Remote Tucson

Alaska
Arizona

Life Works Here

Arkansas

Technology Workforce
Incentive
Move to Mattoon
Bloomington Remote
Work From Purdue
Move to Paducah
Welcome to Ruston

Area
Muscle
Shoals
Ketchikan
Tucson
Fayetteville*
(NW)

Population
Change
2020 - 2021

Population
Change
2010 - 2020

2.11%

23.80%

-1.89%
0.11%

1.76%
4.33%

1.36%

27.68%

Georgia

Savannah

-0.47%

8.43%

Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana

Mattoon
Bloomington
Lafayette
Paducah
Ruston
Berrien
County
Bemidji
Natchez
Rochester
Tulsa
Johnson City
Statewide
Beckley
Statewide

-0.39%
1.01%
0.07%
-3.17%
0.50%

-9.08%
-1.54%
5.43%
8.44%
1.40%

3.60%

8.43%

4.84%
-4.79%
-0.34%
-0.40%
0.33%
0.39%
-1.52%
-0.60%
0.13%

8.51%
-8.05%
0.36%
5.40%
12.50%
2.77%
-1.86%
-3.20%
7.35%

Move to Michigan

Michigan

218 Relocate
Shift South
Greater Roc Remote
Tulsa Remote
Johnson City Remote
Think Vermont
Live in Beckley
Ascend West Virginia
United States

Minnesota
Mississippi
New York
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Vermont
West Virginia
West Virginia

* Fayetteville is the largest city included under the Life Works Here program and was the locality used to
collect data.
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Lower Cost of Living
A major driving factor for remote workers to relocate to a specific area is the
desire to leave expensive cities for places that provide a lower cost of living. This
decrease in living expenses would in turn allow participants to afford a better lifestyle. In
2020 dollars, the U.S. median annual household income is $64,994. When comparing
the areas to the U.S. median, seventeen had a median annual household income less
than the U.S. median while two had amounts above. Natchez, Mississippi had the
lowest median annual household income of $26,800 while the State of Vermont had the
highest at $76,316. The average of all nineteen areas is $45,564.26 which is still below
the U.S. median.
Figure 3: Median Annual Household Income
Median annual household income in the U.S. is $64,994.00 (in 2020 dollars).
Muscle Shoals
Ketchikan
Tucson
Fayetteville*
Savannah
Mattoon
Bloomington
Lafayette
Paducah
Ruston
Southwest
Bemidji
Natchez
Rochester
Tulsa
Johnson City
Vermont
Beckley
West Virginia

$54,620
$65,809
$45,227
$47,350
$46,149
$40,576
$41,354
$46,925
$39,061
$32,295
$52,500
$36,250
$26,800
$37,395
$49,474
$42,174
$76,316
$42,972
$42,474

(U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, n.d.) * Fayetteville is the largest city included under the
Life Works Here program and was used to collect data for the Life Works Here locality.

The cost-of-living index average in the U.S. is 100. Figure 4 shows the cost-ofliving index of each area and how it compares to the U.S. average. Similar to the
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median annual household income, two areas are above the U.S. average and the
remaining seventeen are below the U.S. average. Once again, the State of Vermont
had the highest value with a 112.4 cost-of-living index. However, Mattoon, Illinois had
the lowest cost-of-living index of 68.4. The cost-of-living index average of all nineteen
areas is 87.1 which is also below the U.S. average. Figures 3 and 4 showcases how a
remote worker with a high paying job could have a better lifestyle in an area with a
substantially lower cost-of-living index. In theory, this would also allow for more
disposable income to be used in the local economy.
Figure 4: Cost-of-Living Index
Cost-of-living index average in the U.S. is 100.
115
110
105
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
65

112.4
102.5
95.7

91.8

88.4

88.4

82.9

79.4
68.4

90.3

88.1
76.7

83.2 82.4 81.9

80.8
73.6 72.6

70.1

(2022 Cost of Living Calculator, n.d.) * Fayetteville is the largest city included under the Life Works Here
program and was used to collect data for the Life Works Here locality.

The last demographic reviewed was the percentage of total revenue generated
through local taxes. Financial information was able to be collected for eighteen areas.
Table 4 indicates that 84% of Muscle Shoals, Alabama’s revenue is from local taxes.
Natchez, Mississippi generates only 27% of its total revenue from local taxes. The
average total revenue generated from local taxes was 59%. The influx of individuals
with well-paying jobs, or new workers brought to the area from remote worker incentive
17

programs provides states and localities the potential to generate additional revenue
through the collection of local taxes. Additional financial information for these states and
localities can be found in Appendix E.
Table 4: Percentage of Total Revenue Generated through Taxes
Calculated using total revenue from Governmental Activities.
Program Name
Remote Shoals
Choose Ketchikan
Remote Tucson
Life Works Here
Technology Workforce
Incentive
Move to Mattoon
Bloomington Remote
Work From Purdue
Move to Paducah
Welcome to Ruston
Move to Michigan
218 Relocate
Shift South
Greater Roc Remote
Tulsa Remote
Johnson City Remote
Think Vermont
Live in Beckley
Ascend West Virginia

State

Area

% Of
Revenue
from
Taxes
84%
58%
40%
71%

Repor
t Year

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

Muscle Shoals
Ketchikan
Tucson
Fayetteville* (NW)

2020
2021
2021
2021

Georgia

Savannah

65%

2021

Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
New York
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Vermont
West Virginia
West Virginia

Mattoon
Bloomington
Lafayette
Paducah
Ruston
Berrien County
Bemidji
Natchez
Rochester
Tulsa
Johnson City
Statewide
Beckley
Statewide

59%
58%
81%
79%
40%
44%
27%
51%
66%
63%
51%
79%
38%

2021
2019
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021

* Fayetteville is the largest city included under the Life Works Here program and was the locality used to
collect data.

Program Findings
Of the nineteen programs reviewed, Tulsa Remote and Think Vermont were the
first two remote worker incentive programs created in 2018. The growth of new
18

programs in the following four years is illustrated in Figure 5. Over 80% of the programs
were created after the Covid-19 pandemic began in early 2020 and caused a mass shift
to remote work. Seven of the ten programs that responded to the questionnaire were
launched in 2021 and 2022. Figure 5 highlights how new remote worker incentive
programs are to economic development plans and why there is not extensive
information available to determine the overall impacts these programs are having on
their localities.
Figure 5: Year Remote Incentive Program was Created
Covid-19 Pandemic began in the spring of 2020.
2018

2019
Tulsa Remote

Think Vermont

Remote
Shoals

2020

Remote
Tucson

2021

Bloomington
Remote

Life Works
Here

Work from
Purdue

Technology
Workforce
Incentive

Move to
Paducah

Move to
Michigan

Welcome to
Ruston

2022

Choose
Ketchikan
Move to
Mattoon

218 Relocate

Shift South
Greater ROC
Remote
Johnson City
Remote
Live in
Beckley
Ascend West
Virginia

The first consideration when creating a remote worker incentive program is how
the program will be structured and what the funding source will be. The breakdown of
the programs that responded to the questionnaire is shown in Figure 6. Seven programs
19

are non-profit organizations, while only one is fully operationalized through a
government entity. Two programs have been established as a partnership between the
locality and community entities. The funding for these programs comes from three main
sources. Six receive funding through donations, three have a funding source from the
locality and only one has funding through a private source. The sustainability of these
programs is of high concern due to seven of the programs not having a consistent
renewable funding source.
Figure 6: Type of Entity and Main Funding Source

As shown in Figure 7, Tulsa Remote has received over 50,000 applications to
date and has had 2,000 participants relocate to Tulsa, Oklahoma. These numbers seem
very high, however by examining the percentage of selected participants that relocated
in Table 5, Tulsa Remote only has a 4% conversion rate. Johnson City has the highest
conversion rate of 14.3% with 240 applicants and 40 participants that have relocated.
Move to Mattoon has the lowest conversion rate of 0.5% with 199 applicants and only
one individual who has relocated to date. These figures provide insight into the interest
levels of each program and how many individuals have fully relocated. It is feasible to
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assume that programs with earlier start dates will likely have more total interest since
they have been available longer.
Figure 7: Applications Received and Number of Relocated Participants to Date
Applications Received
Choose Ketchikan
Remote Tucson

Number of Relocated Participants

198

Choose Ketchikan

1177

Remote Tucson

2
23

Move to Mattoon

199

Move to Mattoon

Bloomington Remote

665

Bloomington Remote

35

Move to Paducah

10

Welcome to Ruston

11

Move to Michigan

21

Greater Roc Remote

22

Move to Paducah
Welcome to Ruston
Move to Michigan
Greater Roc Remote

65
192
3603
1478

Tulsa Remote
Johnson City Remote

50000
240

1

Tulsa Remote
Johnson City Remote

2000
40

Table 5: Percentage of Applicants that Relocated
Program Name
Choose Ketchikan
Remote Tucson
Move to Mattoon
Bloomington Remote
Move to Paducah

% Of
Applicants
that
Relocated
1.0%
1.9%
0.5%
5.0%
13.3%

Program Name
Welcome to Ruston
Move to Michigan
Greater Roc Remote
Tulsa Remote
Johnson City Remote

% Of
Applicants
that
Relocated
5.4%
0.6%
1.5%
4.0%
14.3%

Another important consideration is that these programs have limited funding.
These limitations impact how many participants each program can select per year
based on their funding. Certain programs may have a higher funding amount which
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allows them to select more participants compared to the other programs. For this
reason, a program’s success should not be determined by comparing it against other
programs. Instead, a program’s success should be determined by analyzing the unique
circumstances of that specific program, identified goals, and impacts on its locality.
Thematic Results
The thematic results yielded an abundance of information and insight into these
remote worker incentive programs. Overall, eight different code categories were created
yielding thirty-six themes. A full report of the thematic analysis can be found in Appendix
B. The following results are the highlights concluded from the thematic analysis.
The most common theme and program success identified was related to
community and engagement. Six programs highlighted the importance of a robust
community and how desirable an engaging community is to the applicants. Participants
liked the incentives offered, but the ability to be involved in the community is what
seemed to be driving their decision to relocate. These programs have been gaining
national news coverage for offering cash incentives to attract remote workers. However,
in many cases, they offer additional incentives such as:
•

Free outdoor recreational activities for a year

•

Professional career development opportunities

•

Free memberships to co-working spaces

•

Community discounts and services

•

Social experiences within the community

These additional incentives are a smart approach to take because they help embed the
participants in the local culture. In many cases, these additional incentives are donated
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to the program through partnerships in the community and therefore builds the
communities involvement in the program mission.
This community engagement also began altering the strategy in the selection
process for some programs. Many started out seeking remote workers with high
incomes or individuals in a specific field such as tech. Once programs began to see how
certain individuals expressed the desire to volunteer or get involved in the community,
selection criteria started to shift. Annual income was still important, but it was not the
only factor to base the selection process on. Sometimes the applicant with a lower
annual income than others might have the overall best fit for the community. The
number of individuals an applicant was planning to relocate with also began to factor
into the selection processes.
The biggest challenge identified revolved around housing availability. Four
programs stated having issues with housing that impacted their program. These
challenges included:
•

Having pet friendly rentals available in the community

•

High real estate prices creating a barrier for participants wishing to
purchase homes

•

Overall lack of available housing within the community

One program mentioned housing as something that should be considered when
developing a remote worker incentive program.
The most concerning aspect of these programs is surrounding the sustainability
of remote worker incentive programs in the future. This includes funding sources,
program competition, and staffing of the remote worker incentive programs. Seven of
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the programs do not appear to have ongoing reliable funding sources. Two programs
already acknowledge their program is being less successful as competition with other
incentive programs is on the rise and they are being priced out of the major markets.
Lastly, three programs indicated that there is one main individual who runs the day-today operations of the program. If the main individual decides to leave, there is a lack of
succession planning in place for another individual to take over the daily operations of
the program.
The implementation of success measures to evaluate the remote worker
incentive programs is an area of opportunity. Nine programs mentioned utilizing
calculations or outside consultants to analyze the economic impacts on the local
community. Five programs referred to leveraging surveys to evaluate participants
overall satisfaction. One program stated when they launched the program initially, they
did not have any success measures in place. However, they quickly realized the need
and are currently in the process of developing success measures.
The thematic analysis revealed five main eligibility requirements among the
programs. These five requirements are:
1. The applicant must be 18+ years or older.
2. The applicant must be a full-time remote employee with a company outside of
a specified area.
3. The applicant must have the ability to relocate within a specified time period
(6 months was the most common).
4. The applicant must be a U.S. citizen and be eligible to work in the United
States.
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5. The applicant must be relocating from outside of the specified area.
The most unique eligibility criteria found was the requirement for participants to
volunteer if selected for the program. There were only two programs that had
volunteering as part of their requirements. One program stated they must commit to
volunteering 100 hours over the course of the year to share their talents with students or
emerging leaders. A second program stated they must consider volunteering on a nonprofit board, in local schools, or participating in a civic organization in Berrien County.

Best Practices

Best Practices and Recommendations

Through the analysis and research of the nineteen remote worker incentive
programs, six best practices were identified. It is recommended that these six best
practices be taken into consideration when creating a remote worker incentive program.
1. Establish a sustainable funding source that can be used to fund the program.
Seven of the ten programs that completed the questionnaire do not have a
sustainable funding source. For a remote worker incentive program to be viable
overtime, a reliable funding source will be required. A majority of the programs are
funded from donations that pose challenges such as recruiting new donations each
year. A governmental funding source, such as a percentage of local taxes, would be
an example of a sustainable funding source. If a program does not establish a
sustainable funding source, the program will likely struggle to prevail over time.
2. Create proper eligibility criteria, verification, and selection process for
participants.
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Proper eligibility criteria should be established to narrow down applicants based
on the specific type of individuals the program seeks to attract. A thorough
application process can assist in obtaining valuable information to help determine
which applicants might be the best fit for the community. Two programs reported
situations where participants were disqualified due to not being truthful or not
meeting the relocation criteria. Verification measures should be put into place to
confirm the applicant’s provided information in a timely manner from the acceptance
date.
3. Ensure the community has sufficient housing and high-speed internet
available to meet participants needs.
For these programs to be successful, the community must be able to support the
new resident’s needs. Four out of the ten programs mentioned having housing
challenges that impacted their program. This also includes having pet friendly rentals
available as one program noted specifically that it can be a determining factor for
some participants if the community is not pet friendly.
In addition to housing, high-speed internet, such as broad band, is a necessity for
individuals who will be conducting their work remotely. According to the Economic
Clustering research conducted by Alan Greenblatt, “more than half the nation’s
counties experience internet speeds below the federal definition of minimal
broadband standards” (Greenblatt, 2020). In addition, two programs mentioned the
importance of high-speed internet when trying to attract remote workers. Remote
workers relocating need reliable fast internet connections to effectively do their job. If
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the community does not have sufficient housing and proper internet connectivity, it
will be difficult for remote workers to relocate to that area.
4. Develop success measures to effectively evaluate the program impacts.
When reviewing the success measures identified by the programs, it was
apparent that there is a lack of consistent success measures being used to evaluate
programs. Both economic impact calculations and participant surveys were
mentioned by several programs and play an important component when evaluating
success. To obtain a well-rounded evaluation of a program it is recommended to
establish multiple success measures that include qualitative and quantitative
measures. Each program is unique in its overall goals and areas demographic. For
this reason, the program’s success should not be determined strictly based on
comparing numerical data to other programs. Instead, the program’s success should
be determined by analyzing the unique circumstances of that specific program goals,
participant satisfaction, and impacts on their locality.
5. Implement creative marketing plans to remain competitive against other
programs.
Although these programs have been receiving an abundance of news coverage
recently, continuing to market the program and what makes that program unique will
be important to stay competitive as new programs are established. Two programs
have already noticed new initiatives directly competing with their program resulting in
them being priced out of the major markets. When marketing a remote worker
incentive program consider what the programs target audience is and what would be
attractive to those individuals. Ensure marketing efforts highlight cost-of-living
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benefits, outdoor activities, local culture, proximity to larger cities, and other factors
that make the area desirable.
6. Establish robust community engagement among participants to assist in longterm satisfaction and retention.
The largest takeaway from the thematic analysis was surrounding community
engagement among participants. As programs continued to learn from their selection
process, they discovered a majority of the applicants wanted to be a part of a
community. The cash incentives attracted the individuals initially, but the community
itself is what seems to be the determining factor if a selected applicant decides to
relocate. Not only does this help benefit the local community by having individuals
that want to invest time and money into the place they live, but it also helps retain
the participants in the long term. It is important to build engagement amongst the
participants to assist them in connecting with the community in ways that interest
them and create a support network for each other. When creating a new program,
pre-budging funds for engagement events and developing a strategy to allow
participants to connect with each other can have big payoffs down the road. Having
robust community engagement is a high priority among all the programs that
completed the questionnaire.
Additional Recommendations
In addition to the six best practices, there are two further recommendations to
assist in the sustainability of remote worker incentive programs. The first is for remote
worker incentive programs to provide greater transparency of their results. This would
permit other programs to learn from one another and allow those considering creating a
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program to obtain more knowledge. This greater transparency could also showcase the
program’s success and lead to more sustainable funding and community support.
The second recommendation is for more research on the long-term impact
remote worker incentive programs have on a community. Since many of these
programs are very new, it will be important to continue to evaluate their progress and
results. If these programs indicate positive long-term impacts, not only could it assist
with support and funding, but also inspire other areas to create programs. This
additional research will be especially necessary with the transition out of the Covid-19
pandemic that provided a true opportunity for remote worker incentive programs to be
successful.
Conclusion
Overall, it is important that states and localities facing decreasing populations
take proactive measures to attract new residents to their areas. The creation of remote
worker incentive programs as part of economic development plans are proving to be an
option that can assist areas to address the issue. Although these programs have shown
the ability to attract new residents that add to the local economy, states and localities
facing population challenges will need to continue putting efforts into economic
development plans to attract new residents. In conclusion, as these remote worker
incentive programs gain popularity, it will be essential to leverage best practices to
establish a program that allows for long-term success and sustainability.
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Appendix A: Remote Worker Program Questionnaire
1. When did your program start?
2. How many applications have you received to date?
3. How many selected individuals have moved to your area to date?
4. How was your program founded? (Private, non-profit, government agency)
5. Where did the funding to start your program come from?
6. Has your funding source changed since launching the program? If yes, where
does the funding now come from?
7. What have you found to be most successful or impactful about your program?
8. What was the biggest lesson learned from starting your program?
9. What are the most important things to consider if an entity wants to start an
incentive program to attract remote workers?
10. Do you have any data on your program (economic impact, applicant statistics,
etc.) and if so, are you willing to share it?
11. What success metrics do you have in place to evaluate your program?
12. Is there any additional information you would like to share?
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Appendix B: Thematic Analysis
1 - Entity Type

Non-Profit

Partnership
Public

Donations
or
Sponsorships

Municipality
Private Dollars

Non-profit
Non-profit
ROC 2025 – foundation put together in 2019 to find funding to build
the city they want to see in 2025 (Privately funded)
Mattoon in motion – non-profit volunteer program – collected
donations through chambers of commerce
We are a non-profit economic development organization
representing Berrien County, Michigan. The incentive program was
created by our president & vice president in an effort to capitalize on
the full-time remote worker.
We are a non-profit, we had lots of partners/stakeholders that
included corporate, government, etc.
Non-profit
Government Agency, Utility Provider, and Grants
The program was founded through the City of Ruston and an
economic development non-profit entitled the Lincoln Economic
Development Corporation (LEDC)
Public
2 - Funding Source
The Mill – coworking space company provide the majority of the
funding – small amount from the city, 1st year real estate company
gave 10k but did not renew the second year.
Solely through the Chamber of Commerce, with a $10K infusion from
the Ketchikan Gateway Borough in the form of a grant.
Private donations
Collection of donations through chambers of commerce
Sponsorships
George Kaiser Family Foundation
Local municipality
General Revenue
The funding has come from the City of Ruston General Fund
Private dollars were used, which came from the sale of property
owned by our organization.
3 - Successes & Advice
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Community
and
Engagement

Marketing

Solid community is very enticing to remote workers because they
have the co-worker space allows for sociability and the community.
The Mill is an entrepreneurship who has competitions with judges or
have personal experience with a startup through the mill and they
enjoy the excitement and being in that world.
The money offered wasn't necessarily the reason we saw folks
wanting to move here. It grabbed their attention through marketing
and certainly helped with moving expenses, but we were excited to
learn that so many of the applications sought our program due to the
sense of community and hospitality they felt when visiting the area.
The quality of people we have brought to town are what stand out to
me.
Connecting with individuals who had never heard of Ruston
Louisiana before, and reconnecting individuals who had lived here
previously with the community.
Retention of participants.
These people want more than just money, they want to offer
something additional to the community – volunteer or build other
businesses.
Money matters, but community — the real thing, vibrant, committed,
sustainable, and nurturing — is priceless.
There are very few blue states that offer incentive programs and
have found many couples moving wanting to be more accepted, we
built in funding to host events for participants to allow them to build
relationships, we use a platform called the circle to allow participants
to interact with each other and post activities also has a participant
directory to help make connections. At our event we have a
slideshow, and each participant is showcased on their own slide with
their background, job, interests, etc. We have one individual that runs
the entire program.
Consider - Availability of housing, medical care, connectivity speeds,
and drive time to urban areas and cities.
MUST have broadband internet!!! – remote workers need good
internet access.
Your community needs to understand the importance of the program
and the trend – remote work is on the rise and here to stay – have
solid information to share the facts.
Our proximity to Seattle (90 minutes by plane), our culture, wide
open spaces and short commutes.
We do get publicity with the local TV stations – from all the different
programs the Mill puts on this one gets the most publicity.
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Local government is not the best at marketing – this program can
help recreate the image of the town and better market. You never
know what opportunities will arise from the program and bringing in
new residents with different backgrounds. Since they are not bringing
in a large number of people or company, they do not need to build
roads/sewer systems etc.
Good website, highlighting the advantages of living in the area. Cost
of Living - Culture - Proximity to major metro areas
The program has received a lot of news coverage.
Overall interest and national press.
The most successful outcome of our program was the reach it had
nationally. We attracted people and interest from all over the United
States and a couple other countries. The buzz and media coverage
our program generated put Southwest Michigan on the map for many
people who may have never considered it previously. Even without
the inventive of our program, it’s more likely now that there are
people out there that will consider Southwest Michigan as a future
home or vacation destination.
Other cities are not your competitor - the more cities, particularly
midsize and smaller ones, can collaborate on ways to support
remote workers, and the more we can collaborate with other smaller
cities, the better it'll be for our respective regions in particular and for
remote workers around the country in general.
Try to look through the lens of a new resident and what they would
want. Market what is unique about your town! When planning it is
also important to have individuals who work remotely involved.

Economic
Impact

Selection

The number of job seekers that the participants are bringing with
them, it is not all about income.
The economic impact.
The impact on the median income was a priority, but we have also
seen an increase in local entrepreneurship from participants and
their partners.
High-dollar amounts don't matter as much as the connections
created.
Be clear on overall goals – stand your ground and confident in your
mission, be patient, have a detailed application to gain information on
others that might join in the move – are you interested in volunteering
and what volunteering have you done in the past – ask relevant
specific questions.
Have a strong understanding on who your target audience is, time
the launch and promotion of your program in accordance with the
best times of year for people to move, and set firm criteria that have
a clear and noticeable impact that you are ready to stand beside and
defend.
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Don’t rush – in the beginning we accepted everyone who met the
criteria – once it became more competitive and we took more
considerations – it will take time, be patient and see the bigger
picture – started broad and then narrowed it down as they knew
more what they were looking for – listen to your gut and the
motivation of the applicants.

Community
and
Engagement

Housing

Selection
and
Verification

4 - Challenges
Feedback from program participants want a stronger community than
what has been provided. Covid is partially to blame for why the
program doesn’t have a stronger community. It goes beyond
recruiting and getting them to relocate – need to do a better job of
having a real community. They are waiting for the program to plan
something. Sometimes the partners that are not a part of the Mill
struggle and want to leave. Community has been the biggest
struggle.
What we found is that the public had very little stomach for our
marketing to remote workers when we have a legitimate housing
crisis on our hands.
Housing has been an issue – not enough housing for new residents.
This program will hopefully create the demand for housing initiatives
or housing development.
It may not be a lesson learned, but like everywhere else, the housing
market in Southwest Michigan in 2021 (and still today) was extremely
competitive and was a hurdle for all our candidates looking for a
home. In a normal market, I believe we would have easily hit our 25
moved goal, but with low inventory and inflated home prices, it
proved to be a major issue that greatly impacted our program’s
overall success.
Many people want amenities for their pets. Pets are a part of the
family and about 70% of households have a pet. It is important to
ensure you have pet friendly housing available. We had to speak to
our rental agencies to ensure they allowed pets.
I believe we had an efficient application and vetting process for our
applicants, but nothing is perfect. We had to rely on people being
truthful and forthcoming with their information and unfortunately, we
did have several applicants who were not truthful. As with anything,
the truth always comes to light, and in these cases when we found
they did not actually meet our program requirements, those offers
were immediately revoked.
Developing a process that requires residency verification before any
contracts are signed on housing. We have had multiple people
relocate to the area but not locate within city limits as the program
requires. As a result, they are automatically disqualified from the
program.
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Funding

Competition

Staffing

5 - Sustainability
We plan on monetizing our website in 2023.
The majority is from The Mill - but we no longer have the donation.
We are continuing to seek additional funding sources.
Source will continue to be donations, but actual donors might
change.
Now that the program has started and is looking successful, the local
government is showing interest and may possibly provide some
funding in the future. Might consider funding to come from gambling
tax income.
First year worked on the terms of the individual’s timeline of visiting
and actually moving, if they are visiting wining and dining and touring
with the participants was a lot of money and time. This past year
decided to do a visit weekend – first week in June and invited
participants to come with family and had events Friday night,
Saturday and Sunday and had a sponsor who provided $500 travel
vouchers. Thought this would help keep visits concise and allowing
them to meet each other and get to know the community more.
Decided it was very expensive and that it didn’t have the desired
turnout because people can’t plan relocation and some of the
participants need more personal attention to help them decide.
Many people think the program is funded through the government
and it is not. Educating government officials on the program to get
the buying but was challenging in other aspects – these programs do
not fund themselves. It is a lot of work to get donations and buy in –
half the program was funded by a single donation – the rest was from
other local donors.
We realize this program will not last forever, as initiatives are already
taking place to cultivate and grow the local remote work community
alongside our program.
We haven’t found it to be that successful overall. We reduced our
marketing of the project because of being priced out of the major
markets.
We have a staff of one person for EVERYTHING, so I would
recommend adding a commissioned salesperson or staff member for
this project.
1 individual runs the program day to day
The program is run by one person which is concerning for
sustainability purposes.
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Relocating your family is hard, and a very big decision. This project
was nowhere as easy as it looked on the surface. Initially, I thought
we would get started and have a program up and running in a few
weeks and that was not the case at all. This project took months to
set up and moving your family anywhere is a big decision that is hard
to make for any amount of money.

Economic
Impact

Survey

Numbers

6 - Success Measures
Household income and what industries the participants are in
Through August 2022, our program has an estimated local economic
impact of nearly $500,000.
We did have an outside company present us with a financial impact
for our area.
We utilize a formula that calculates the annual economic impact of
accepted applicants’ salaries to the local community.
We had an independent economic development analysis done by Dr.
Patrick Scott from Louisiana Tech University
We are a town of 12,000 year-round residents, and by choice, we
have welcomed two families. Each will bring around $130,000 yearround with local spending. It should be noted that we did not have
lofty goals.
ROI was 671% economic output was over 100 million 6.88 jobs
$50,000 is minimum annual household income and if they stay for 5
years will have 5x return
My biggest metric that I measure our programs success is amount of
new Household income that our program is recruiting to our
community
Are we promoting the right information to attract the most ideal
individuals for our community, if someone leaves - why did they
leave?
Quality of the applications vs. the quantity
Survey for satisfaction, number of additional job seekers and
community interests so we can help them make connections.
Since it is a pilot only hope is to get 5 people to move by July 2023.
Then the plan will be to conduct surveys to evaluate participants
satisfaction - do they feel welcome - do they plan to stay over 2 years
- do they like the town - are they getting involved.
Surveys & Retention
Total number of participants
Numbers
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None

Career

Again, this was a pilot program and there was not a blueprint for
what we were doing. Our hard metric for success would have been to
relocate new Michigan residents resulting in 25 home purchases in
our area. We were unable to hit that mark, so our success metric
pivoted to our overall reach with the program (3,700 interested from
44 states, program mentioned in national news outlets, social media,
etc.). Putting Southwest Michigan into people’s minds as a place to
potentially relocate and live or a place to visit and vacation is an
extremely valuable outcome for us.
We didn’t have any metrics developed at the launch of the program
but are in the process of retooling it and will have metrics in place
moving forward.
7 - Incentives
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENTREPRENEURIAL
ASSISTANCE - We can tell you have adventure on the mind, but we
also know that innovation is at your core. To help you continue on a
journey of growth, let us connect you with a variety of professional
and entrepreneurial programs. By moving to West Virginia, you can
earn a Remote Worker or Remote Manager Certification through the
John Chambers College of Business and Economics at West Virginia
University. Or connect with one of our business-building resources
and receive assistance to launch your own entrepreneurial initiatives
or grow your business. Here, we believe we’re stronger when we rise
together. We can’t wait to see you reach new heights in West
Virginia.
Board observer position with a local nonprofit - Looking to meet the
makers & shakers doing good things for Bloomington? You’ll get
priority access for a board observer position (pending approvals) with
one of our partners. The 2022 list isn’t final yet, but to give you an
idea, the 2021 list included:
Beacon, Inc.
Bloomington Health Foundation
Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Community Foundation of Bloomington/Monroe County
The Mill
Monroe County History Center
Monroe County Humane Association
Sycamore Land Trust
United Way of Monroe County
PARTNER CAREER SUPPORT - $700 Value - While you’re able to
work remotely, maybe your spouse, partner or relocating family
member needs to find a new position in Tucson.
Thanks to our partnership with the Talent Store, you’ll have a direct
connection point for their professional landing through their concierge
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career services.

Cash

Networking events, professional development programming, and
entrepreneurial services through the Foundry.
Teleworking support through Effective, a remote worker toolbox
(provided by Justin DiRose).
$200 Value - Discounts on select continued education programs
through Purdue Online.
$12,000 CASH - As if life in West Virginia isn’t prize enough, we’ll
actually pay you $12,000 to move here. No strings attached. Over
the course of the first year in your new mountain town, you’ll receive
$10,000. That’s right. You’ll get $10-grand just for moving here.
When you fall in love with Almost Heaven (and we’re sure you will)
you’ll receive an additional $2,000 for your second year in West
Virginia. Whether you put this $12,000 towards a new car for scenic
drives down our country roads or a new mountain bike, it’s totally up
to you. It’s true what they say: Money goes further in the mountains.
Up to $10,000 gross in funds for renting in the first year of candidates
move; up to $15,000 gross in funds for a home purchase/rehab in
Topeka/Shawnee County
10K relocation incentive
up to $9k in homebuyer incentives
UP TO $2,500 CASH - Receive up to $2,500 cash to help with
relocation expenses.
$500 CASH REFERRAL BONUS - If you are a full-time remote
worker in Northeast Tennessee and refer a successfully accepted
applicant into our program, you will receive $500.
Cash - $5,000 Total Option 1) $1,500 (first payment; month 1), $750
(month 6), $750 (month 12), $750 (month 18), $1,250 (Final
Payment; month 24)
Option 2) $2,000 (first payment; month 1), $500 (month 6), $750
(month 12), $500 (month 18), $1250 (Final Payment, month 24)
$5,000 Cash for Moving Expenses
The incentive includes $10,000 toward your mortgage and is
provided to the lender at closing. Half of the grant is forgiven after
each year of residency. - If you plan to place a child(ren) into public
school for the first two years of residency, the incentive increases to
$15,000. The student must be present on both count days (first
Wednesday in October and the second Wednesday in February).
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1. Relocation Reimbursement - Up to $2,500 reimbursement for
expenses associated with relocating to the City of Paducah. Eligible
expenses include renter’s deposit, down payment on a home, rental
of moving trucks or trailers, the hiring of professional movers, and/or
the purchase of packing materials.
Up to $10,00 based on income.
RELOCATION Funds - How about some cash to help you as you
make your way to Tucson?
Remote Tucson will provide $1000 in support to help with your
relocation costs.
This support is made possible thanks to our many generous program
sponsors.
Up to $2,500 reimbursement for documented relocation expenses
$300 stipend monthly for a period of one year to offset initial costs of
living
In May 2020, SEDA established a new Savannah Technology
Workforce Incentive that reimburses individual moving expenses up
to $2,000 for qualified technology workers currently located outside
of Chatham County.
The incentive for remote workers relocating under the Think Vermont
Remote Worker Grant comes in the form of up to $5000 to be paid
yearly for up to 2 years as reimbursement for qualifying remote
worker expenses.
$10,000 Cash
The awardee will receive a $10,000 grant over a three-year period,
$1,000-$5,000 stipends for select, qualified candidates who relocate
to live & work in Discovery Park District or the Purdue Research
Park*.
FREE OUTDOOR RECREATION - The great outdoors are calling,
and West Virginia is an undiscovered landscape waiting to be
explored. With a year of free outdoor recreation, access to free gear
rentals and a complimentary outdoor focused welcome trip all worth
well over $2,500, this package is the first of its kind in the country.

Community
Perks

Expert relocation and real estate services - We’ve got connections to
real estate experts to help you move! They can help with:
Pre-decision counseling
Home finding assistance for renting or purchasing
Home sale assistance
Temporary housing coordination
and much more
Special access to discounted banking services, loans, and credit
deals - Your special access to First Financial Bank’s Work Life
program will net you discounted banking services, loans, and special
credit card deals.
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While Choose Ketchikan does not currently offer large cash
incentives up front, we do offer generous discounts from Alaska
Airlines, and reimbursement for certain expenses such as airfare
should you Choose Ketchikan and make it your home.
NEW BIKE - Get a credit up to $500 towards the purchase of a bike
from Trek.
NEW SPA OR HOT TUB - LPI, Inc. will give up to $1,000 off the
purchase of a new spa or hot tub.
Free Outdoor Recreation - Beckley’s Historic Black Knight: 18 holes
of golf for two
Daniel Vineyards: Self-Guided Tour and Disc Golf
Exhibition Coal Mine: 4 passes
Lake Stephens: 2 water park day passes
Mountaineer Discs: Free Disc
Resort at Glade Springs
River Expeditions: Whitewater Rafting Trip for two
Youth Museum of Southern WV: one year family membership
Housing - Connection to Featured Realtors
Old Colony Realtors
Glade Springs Real Estate Company
Mortgage Offer
$2,000 Credit towards closing costs (mortgages over $100k)
$1,250 credit towards closing costs (mortgages under $100k)
Website
$2,555 in gift cards to local businesses
$500 Voucher for local restaurants
6 Months Free YMCA Family Membership
6 Months Free Fiber Internet
6 Months Free Storage at Willaredt Self Storage
Pet Welcome Basket! - We'd never forget your pets!
2 Free Hours – Family Friendly Go-Karting and Axe Throwing Fun!
First Choice Community Tour
PLUS ANY TWO OF THESE OPTIONS: Care service to and from
regional airports for a year, athletic club annual membership
(Renaissance Athletic Club), Practice Golf annual membership to
harbor shores driving range and practice area, kitchenaid senior pga
championship two VIP corporate hospitality passes to the 2022
kitchenAid senior pga championship, annual pass for the south shore
rail, economic club membership to the economic club of
southwestern Michigan speaker series, co-working space one year
co-working space membership, park and beach access annual pass
to Berrien county parks, St. Joseph and Benton harbor beach
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Internet Allowance - Up to $70.00 per month reimbursement for 12
months for fees associated with internet services provided to a
residence located within the City of Paducah
Payroll Tax Waiver - Waiver of City of Paducah 2% payroll tax for 12
months.
Cultural and Educational Amenities - With a value of approximately
$1150, receive tickets/passes, training, memberships, and/or
experiences to a variety of Paducah's cultural and educational
institutions. Participating partners include: Carson center, Murray
state university, Paducah symphony orchestra, west Kentucky
community and technical college, maiden alley cinema, Paducah
area chamber of commerce, river discovery center, yeiser art center,
market house theatre, Paducah school of art and design, sprockert
AirBNB Credits - $1,000 Value - Airbnb has generously donated
credits that can be used for stays on their platform. Whether you
need a landing pad when you get here or want to spend more time
exploring your new state, the Tucson Airbnb community is excited to
host you.
Hotel Nights - $500 Value - Thanks to our hotel partner Fayth
Hospitality, all those selected will receive a complimentary stay at the
brand-new Hampton Inn/Home 2 Suites by Hilton Downtown Tucson.
Invite some friends or family to come for a visit!
FREE GIG INTERNET - $1,500 Value - Get connected the second
you arrive with a year of GIG internet services for your home thanks
to our title sponsor COX!
Closing Discount - $500 Value - Thanks to our partners at NOVA
Home Loans, we can offer a discount on closing costs if you decide
to purchase a home when you move. *
HOUSING SUPPORT - $500 Value - You can take advantage of a
free home inspection, home warranty, or credit at closing if
represented by Cornelia Nestler with Tierra Antigua Realty. OR Our
partners at Realty One Group can offer peace of mind through a
complimentary home warranty with your home purchase.
Discover Downtown - $20 Value - Get out on the town and take
advantage of Tucson’s City of Gastronomy at one of our many
amazing restaurants and discover your new favorite local vendor-- on
us!
TUCSON ATTRACTION
PASSPORT - $25 Value - Once you arrive in Tucson, we want you to
experience all we have to offer. With our partner Visit Tucson, you’ll
be provided with a Tucson Attractions Passport that will give you
discounts to our great Tucson attractions.
Day Out Around Town - $125 Value - One of the best ways to
explore Tucson is by bike! Enjoy a day out around town with a
complimentary 24-hour Electric Bike Rental courtesy of Pedego
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Tucson.
Explore Local - $150 Value - One of the things that makes Tucson so
special is our amazing local businesses and products. On arrival
you’ll be welcomed with a basket of local goodies to help you find
some of your own favorites. Included will be a gift card to the Shop
Local online marketplace, thanks to Local First!
VIP Experience - $100 Value - Upon your arrival to Tucson, come
sample one of Tucson's premier business and social clubs. You'll get
to enjoy a delicious meal and learn more about the perks of being a
member.
Border Business Day Trip - $100 Value - A huge component of
Tucson's culture is our proximity to the border with Mexico. Thanks to
our partners at Startup Unidos, you'll have the opportunity to explore
the Ambos Nogales border and learn about our region's unique
history, culture and about border innovation while being led by a
bilingual guide.
Live Arts Experience - $1,500 Value - Arizona Arts Live invites you
and a guest to experience at the 2021-22 season of extraordinary
live experiences we bring to Southern Arizona. We can’t wait for you
to join us as we inspire creativity, enrich the culture of our
community, and elevate our place in the world.
Out of this World Experience - $70 Value - Explore interactive
science exhibits and enjoy out-of-this-world planetarium shows with a
pass for four to Flandrau Science Center & Planetarium. Inspiring
future scientists since 1975, Flandrau is Tucson’s destination for
adventures in space and science.
Tucson by Trolley - $35 Value - Tucson Trolley Tours will help you
find tons of the hidden gems that Tucson’s urban core has to offer.
Our goal is to take you from Tourist to Trailblazer so that after the
tour, you'll know where to go to find the things you'll love about
Tucson.
Learn to Improv - $160 Value - Tucson Improv Movement’s Improv
101 class will teach you the two most important words in the
improvisers vocabulary: “Yes, And.” These two seemingly simple
words open up the door to our six-week course that will provide your
foundation for comedy improvisation: team-building, trust, speed,
active listening, and agreement.
Reduced sports tickets and a free lifetime alumni membership to one
of our universities
Special access and discounts on new housing developments (i.e.,
Provenance, Continuum).
Purdue University library access
Purdue University Identification Card (free City Bus rides with card)
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Social

Dining credit at the Atlas Family Marketplace in the Purdue Memorial
Union. *
$375 Value - Free membership with Greater Lafayette Commerce.
Subscription to Care.com
Discounted gym memberships at Parkwest Fitness.
Six months Gigabit Internet Service with GigaZone Blast WiFi
featuring WiFi 6 Technology through Paul Bunyan
Communications (one-year contract required). Higher speeds up to
10 Gig available! ($558 value).
One-year Associate Level membership to the Bemidji Area Chamber
of Commerce ($335 value).
Up to 10% off moving and storage with PODS
Help desk services from MakeMyMove.
SOCIAL PROGRAMMING - In West Virginia, we know the power of
a strong community. To help you feel at home and find your place,
you will be our special guest at a variety of social events and
exclusive adventures.
We’ll be frank: we’re not paying people to move here. We want you
to move here because Bloomington is a great place to live and
remote work. The real payoff is happiness and finding a place to call
home!
What we will do is help you get plugged in, fast! We’ll give you the
insider’s tour. We’ll show you the sweet spots. We’ll be there when
you need recommendations for a babysitter, a great bike trail, or a
place to take your folks to breakfast when they visit. Most of all, we’ll
welcome you into an amazing cowork community, full of friendly,
smart people like you.
Ambassador network of locals to help you get connected - We’ve put
together a curated network of locals to help with your transition.
Need to find a gym, a school, a doctor, a mechanic, a really good
place to take your mom for breakfast or your significant other for
drinks? They can make recommendations, suggest alternatives, and
provide the inside skinny on all things Btown.
Free networking events and happy hours with other remote workers
and civic & business leaders - We won’t leave you standing on the
sidelines! Here’s what we’ve planned to help you meet people, learn
about the community, and get plugged in:
Monthly remote worker meetups at The Mill
Events & happy hours with civic, business, and nonprofit leaders
Finalists will be invited to visit Ketchikan for a semi-gratis long
weekend “workation” where you’ll experience the community, culture,
and explore co-working spaces all on our dime. You’ll learn more
about our vibrant community assets such as education, healthcare,
technology, the arts, and housing.
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Visiting finalists will be matched with community members who are
available to offer their expertise in these areas in order to better
answer questions.
Join our community with build in support structures and exclusive
Greater ROC remote events
Social Programming - Outdoor Community Volunteering &
Networking Events
Welcome Committee - Priceless - After being selected as a Remote
Tucson participant, you’ll be paired with a member of our Welcome
Committee to help you as you plan your relocation to Tucson and
greet you when you arrive. Committee members are from all walks of
life and are excited to share why they love calling Tucson home and
help you connect with your community.
TYP Starter Membership - $100 Value - Tucson Young Professionals
is a great way to meet new friends and get involved with our
community. Enjoy a complimentary 6-month starter membership
when you get to Tucson and start your life here connected! Made
possible by our partner TYP.
Exclusive Perks and Events
Welcoming Community
Free access to the Community Concierge Program, connecting you
and your family to the community.
A community liaison who will help you get settled in.

Work Space

FREE COWORKING SPACE - Remote work is here to stay, and we
have the solution to perfectly balance your busy checklists with your
currently non-existent leisure time: coworking spaces and a
community hub in the heart of thriving mountain towns.
Three-year full-time membership to The Mill, an iconic coworking
space - The Mill is a super cool coworking space in the heart of
Bloomington (more details below!). If you’re accepted to the
Bloomington Remote Program, you’ll have full-time, 24/7/365 access
for three years. After our slots are full, we may accept a few extra
folks, who will receive a one-year membership,
DISCOUNTED WORKING SPACE - Enjoy a 50/50 match on oneday rental desks at Spark Plaza with a discounted space.
Free Co Working Space - Cozy workspaces, Wi-Fi, copier-scanner,
complimentary coffee - Beckley’s Historic Black Knight
1 Year Free Coworking Space Membership
COWORKING SAMPLER PACK - $1,500 Value - Just because
you're Remote doesn’t mean you can’t have an office with new
friends! Tucson has lots of amazing coworking options for you to
choose from. Thanks to direct support from the following coworking
locations, our participants have the chance to check them each out
for a period of time.
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Free Desk Space
$1,800 Value - 50% discount on Touchdown Desk membership at
Convergence co-working space.
One-year membership to the LaunchPad co-working space in the
Historic Mayflower Building ($1,500 value).

Age

Distance from
Relocation
Area

Housing
Commitment

8 - Eligibility Requirements
Be 18 years or older.
Be 18+ years old
Be over the age of 18.
You are at least 18 years of age
Must be 24+
Be 18 years or older.
Be 21 years old or older;
At least 18 years of age
At least 18 years of age;
Individual must be 18 years or older
Not being a college student.
18+ Years Old
21+
Telecommuter must be relocating from a distance of 60 miles or
greater from the Bemidji area (as defined by a radius from the City of
Bemidji).
Live outside of Alaska. *Alaska residents are not eligible, but former
residents are.
Currently reside outside of Indiana
Reside full time outside of West Virginia
Reside fulltime outside of West Virginia
You must not be a current Michigan resident.
Must relocate to West Lafayette from outside of Indiana
You live 300+ miles from downtown Rochester
You CURRENTLY live over 100 miles away from Mattoon, IL.
Live at least 100 miles outside the limits of the City of Paducah at the
time of application for the program;
You must not currently have a home under contract or working with a
realtor in the area.
You must purchase or build a home with a cost of at least $200,000.
You must purchase or build a home in one of the following locations:
the City of St. Joseph, the City of Benton Harbor, St. Joseph Charter
Township, Royalton Township, Benton Charter Township, Oronoko
Charter Township, Lake Charter Township, Lincoln Charter
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Township, or the Village of Stevensville.

Minimum
Annual
Income

Relocation
Timeframe

Purchase a home valued at no less than $150,000
Individual must maintain ownership and residency of their Natchez,
MS home for no less than one year
Must relocate to Chatham County with a minimum one-year lease or
purchase property
You commit to moving to Mattoon, IL and living within the city limits
for at-least two years.
Currently, participants will be asked to live in West Lafayette for a
minimum of one year. However, we want you to make West
Lafayette your home, and our hope is that you will continue to live
here longer. The great news many of your program benefits will
continue while you remain in West Lafayette.
Provide a W-2 showing earnings of $52,000 per year or more from a
full time, remote-eligible employer.
Must have a minimum annual income of $50,000
Your personal income is over $45,000.
Minimum Annual Income of $52,000
Minimum Annual Income of $52,000, or Family Income of $100,000
Have the ability to relocate to the areas as designated by the Ascend
WV Program within 6 (six) months of notification of acceptance.
Be able to relocate to Bloomington within the calendar year
Must commit to relocating to Ketchikan within 6 months of approval.
You can relocate to Greater Rochester within 6 months of program
acceptance
Must relocate to Johnson City within 6 months of acceptance
Have the ability to relocate to the areas as designated by the Beckley
Remote Program within 6 (six) months of notification of acceptance.
Able to Move to the Shoals Within 6 Months
Be able to move to Tucson within 6 months of acceptance to the
Program.
Having moved to Vermont during the period established by the
program for the current funding round.
Can Move to Tulsa Within the Next 12 Months
Applicants must be able to relocate to Ruston Louisiana within six
months of grant award
Applicants must plan to move to West Lafayette within 6 months of
being approved to join the program. However, we understand special
circumstances may arise, and we will work with you on an alternative
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timeframe for arrival if necessary.

Telecommuter must be an individual who is a full-time employee for
a company headquartered outside of the region.
Telecommuter must perform the majority (95-100%) of their
employment duties remotely (from a home office or co-working space
in the Bemidji area, such as the LaunchPad).
(a) currently work remotely or have the ability to work remotely fulltime at a business based outside of West Virginia (proof of full-time
employment as determined by current employer will be required) or
(b) be self-employed outside of West Virginia (with a business that is
capable of being managed remotely).
Have full-time remote employment (or self-employment) for a
business located outside of Monroe County.

Remote Status
and/or
Company
Distance

You are currently a full-time remote worker (and seeking to relocate
to an amazing region!)
Need to be a full-time remote worker.
Either (a) currently work remotely or have the ability to work remotely
full-time at a business based outside of West Virginia (proof of fulltime employment as determined by current employer will be
required) or (b) be self-employed outside of West Virginia (with a
business that is capable of being managed remotely).
You are a remote worker that works for a company. Gig-workers (ex:
Uber) and self-employed individuals are not eligible.
You must provide proof of remote employment outside the state of
Michigan.
Work full-time for a company in which all offices are located at least
100 miles outside the Paducah city limits;
Be able to perform a majority of their employment duties remotely
from a home office or co-working space located inside the Paducah
city limits evidenced by written documentation from their employer;
Self-employed or employed full-time by a company located outside
The Shoals that will allow the applicant to reside in the Shoals for the
Program Term (proof of employment will be required).
Employed full-time by a company located outside Tucson or Pima
County that will allow the applicant to reside in Tucson or Pima
County for the Program Term (proof of employment will be required);
and
Individual shall be employed by an employer outside the Natchez
region² and have the ability to work remotely
Applicants can be self-employed, remote workers of technology firms
located elsewhere or relocating to take a position with technology
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company in the region.

Resident
Status

Perform the majority of your work duties from a coworking space or
home office.
Full-Time Remote Employment or are Self-Employed Outside of
Oklahoma
Full-Time Remote Employment or are Self-Employed Outside of
Ruston
Have full-time remote employment at a business based 100 miles
outside Lincoln Parish or outside the State of Louisiana, or applicants
must be self-employed 100 miles outside Lincoln Parish or outside
the State of Louisiana
Must have full-time remote employment.
Telecommuter must become a full-time resident of the Bemidji area
(56601 zip code). Note: applications must be received within one
month of documented relocation to the area.
Be eligible to live and work in the US
Be a domestic US resident or foreign worker of a domestic
corporation with full green card status.
You are eligible to work in the United States
Eligible to Work in the U.S.
Be a U.S. Citizen or Green Card holder (proof of residency outside of
West Virginia at time of application will be required; proof of
citizenship or Green Card status may be requested; the Beckley
Remote Program cannot aid an Applicant in the attainment of
citizenship).
Once moved, you must be considered a full-time Michigan resident
(obtain Michigan driver’s license and claim Michigan home as
primary residence).
Be a U.S. citizen, lawful permanent resident, or have other
credentials necessary to work in the United States;
Acquire primary residency in the City of Paducah within three (3)
months of acceptance into the Remote Workers Incentive Program,
as evidenced by a lease with a physical address or a deed of
conveyance of real estate which includes a home;
Agree in writing to retain primary residence in the City of Paducah for
at least one year beyond the initial twelve-month program; and
Eligible to Work in the United States
A natural person and legal resident of the United States residing
outside The Shoals (proof of residency will be required);
A natural person and legal resident of the United States residing
outside of Tucson or Pima County (proof of residency will be
required);
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Individual must establish primary residence within the City limits of
Natchez, MS
Individual must be eligible to work within the United States
Must have resided in the county for 30 days before applying.
Documentation proving residency in Vermont by providing the last
four digits of your valid Vermont-issued driver license or non-driver
identification card, in addition to one of the following:
Eligible to Work in the United States
Eligible to work and live inside the United States.
Must possess U.S. citizenship or green card
Telecommuter must obtain internet services through Paul Bunyan
Communications.
Be a U.S. Citizen or Green Card holder (proof of residency outside of
West Virginia at time of application will be required; proof of
citizenship or Green Card status may be requested; the Ascend WV
Program cannot aid an Applicant in the attainment of citizenship).
Telecommuter must complete the Greater Bemidji Telecommuter
Grant application with documentation supporting proof of Bemidji
area residency and electronic signature. Applications must be
received complete and error-free to be eligible or considered for this
program.
Provide evidence of employment and income prior to acceptance into
the Ascend WV Program (examples of acceptable documents
include your most recent paystub or previous year’s tax documents
with SSN and any other sensitive information redacted).
Must consent to a background check if accepted
Provide evidence of employment and income prior to acceptance into
Verification
the Beckley Program (examples of acceptable documents include
and
Documentation your most recent paystub or previous year’s tax documents with SSN
and any other sensitive information redacted).
You agree to provide employment and residency documentation in
order to determine eligibility. This may or may not include a
background check.
Applicants must have at least three years of verifiable experience
Proof of full-time employment through a form W-2.
Completing the application process, which includes a personal part
and one for your employer.
Proof of qualifying expenses incurred.
Must be approved & selected by Purdue Research Foundation
Volunteering
Must commit to volunteering 100 hours over the course of a year to
Commitment
share their talents with students or emerging leaders.
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Other

You must consider volunteering on a non-profit board, in local
schools or participating in a civic organization in Berrien County.
If you refer a successfully accepted candidate into the program, you
must also be a remote worker residing in the Northeast Tennessee
region in order to receive the $500 referral bonus.
Not be a participant in any other publicly funded program/initiative.

Appendix C: Population Information
Population by Program Area
(U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: United States, n.d.)
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
New York
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Vermont
West Virginia
West Virginia
United States

Area
Muscle Shoals
Ketchikan
Tucson
Fayetteville* (Northwest)
Savannah
Mattoon
Bloomington
Lafayette
Paducah
Ruston
Berrien County
Bemidji
Natchez
Rochester
Tulsa
Johnson City
Statewide
Beckley
Statewide

2021 Estimate
16,618
8,037
543,242
95,230
147,088
16,805
79,968
70,835
26,278
22,277
153,101
15,279
13,824
210,606
411,401
71,278
645,570
17,024
1,782,959
331,893,745

2020 Census
16,275
8,192
542,629
93,949
147,780
16,870
79,168
70,783
27,137
22,166
147,780
14,574
14,520
211,328
413,066
71,046
643,077
17,286
1,793,716
331,449,281

2010 Census
13,146
8,050
520,116
73,580
136,286
18,555
80,405
67,140
25,024
21,859
136,286
13,431
15,792
210,565
391,906
63,152
625,741
17,614
1,852,994
308,745,538
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Appendix D: Program Websites
Program Name

Program Website

Remote Shoals

https://remoteshoals.com/

Choose Ketchikan

https://chooseketchikan.com/

Remote Tucson

https://www.startuptucson.com/remotetucson

Life Works Here

https://findingnwa.com/incentive/

Technology Workforce Incentive

https://seda.org/resources-and-data/incentivesdatabase/creative-incentive/

Move to Mattoon

https://movetomattoon.org/

Bloomington Remote

https://www.bloomingtonremote.com/

Work From Purdue

https://www.workfrompurdue.com/

Move to Paducah

http://paducahky.gov/remote-workers

Welcome to Ruston

https://www.welcometoruston.org/home

Move to Michigan

https://movetomichigan.org/

218 Relocate

https://www.218relocate.com/

Shift South

http://natchezinc.com/images/uploads/ShiftSouth
-Application.pdf

Greater Roc Remote

https://www.greaterrocremote.com/program

Tulsa Remote

https://tulsaremote.com/

Johnson City Remote

https://visitjohnsoncitytn.com/remote-workers/

Think Vermont

https://citizenremote.com/domesticprograms/think-vermont-remote-worker-grant/

Live in Beckley

https://liveinbeckley.com/

Ascend West Virginia

https://ascendwv.com/
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Appendix E: Financial Reports
Muscle Shoals, Alabama - 2020 Financial Statements
Click for Full Report

Ketchikan, Alaska - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Tucson, Arizona - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report

City of Fayetteville, Arkansas - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Savannah, Georgia - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report

Mattoon, Illinois - 2021 Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Lafayette, Indiana - 2019 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report

Paducah, Kentucky - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Ruston, Louisiana - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report

Berrien County, Michigan - 2021 Financial Statements
Click for Full Report

Bemidji, Michigan - 2021 Financial Statements
Click for Full Report
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Natchez, Mississippi – 2021 Financial Statements
Click for Full Report

Rochester, New York - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Tulsa, Oklahoma - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report

Johnson City, Tennessee - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Vermont - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Beckley, West Virginia - 2021 Financial Statements
Click for Full Report

West Virginia - 2021 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report
Click for Full Report
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Appendix F: Supplemental Data Provided by Programs
Remote Tucson Pilot Proposal
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70
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Remote Tucson 2021 Sponsorship Deck
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Remote Tucson 2022 ICMA Annual Conference Presentation
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Bloomington Remote Infographic
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Welcome to Ruston Economic Impact Estimates
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Move to Michigan Financial Impacts
We did have an outside company present us with a financial impact for our area if we
were to move in 17 families’ w/ children (~63 people), four couples (eight people) and
four singles (four people) = 75 new residents
School Impact
25 Children in Public Schools
x $9,500 per student (approximate figure for area schools - local, state and
federal sources)
$237,500 annual impact to local public schools
Road Impact
75 New Residents
x $100 (approximate per person annual road funding formula) - via Road
Department
$7,500 annual impact on local road funding
Revenue Sharing Impact
75 New Residents
x $85 (approximate per person annual CVTRS funding formula)
$6,375 annual impact to local governments
Federal Revenue tied to Census
75 New Residents
x $1,800 (approximate per person annual federal funding)
$135,000 annual impact
Michigan Gas Tax Revenue
40 New Adults
x 656 (average gallons of gas used per person per year in US)
x 0.259 (Michigan gas tax)
$6,800 annual impact
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